Some of the fastest evolving regions of the human genome are conserved non-coding elements with many human-specific DNA substitutions. These Human Accelerated Regions (HARs) are enriched nearby regulatory genes, and several HARs function as developmental enhancers. To investigate if this evolutionary signature is unique to humans, we quantified evidence of accelerated substitutions in conserved genomic elements across multiple lineages and applied this approach simultaneously to the genomes of five apes: human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon. We find roughly similar numbers and genomic distributions of lineage-specific accelerated regions (linARs) in all five apes. In particular, apes share an enrichment of linARs in regulatory DNA nearby genes involved in development, especially transcription factors and other regulators. Many developmental loci harbor clusters of nonoverlapping linARs from multiple apes, suggesting that accelerated evolution in each species affected distinct regulatory elements that control a shared set of developmental pathways. Our statistical tests distinguish between GC-biased and unbiased accelerated substitution rates, allowing us to quantify the roles of different evolutionary forces in creating linARs. We find evidence of GC-biased gene conversion in each ape, but unbiased acceleration consistent with positive selection or loss of constraint is more common in all five lineages. It therefore appears that similar evolutionary processes created independent accelerated regions in the genomes of different apes, and that these lineage-specific changes to conserved non-coding sequences may have differentially altered expression of a core set of developmental genes across ape evolution.
Introduction
Accelerated sequence evolution is a hallmark of both positive selection and loss of constraint. Therefore, the comparative genomic signature of sequence change in a lineage of interest compared to conservation in other lineages has been used to identify genome sequences that are candidates for explaining evolution of lineage-specific traits. The requirement of conservation in other lineages serves two purposes. First, it suggests functional constraint, which enables genome-wide scans to focus on regions where accelerated evolution is most likely to have meaningful consequences. This is particularly helpful for discovering accelerated non-coding elements without clear-cut functional annotations, and less so for tests of accelerated evolution in well-annotated genes (Kosiol, Vinar et al. 2008) . The second reason to focus on regions that are otherwise conserved is the higher power to detect a shift in evolutionary rate, including shifts from conserved to neutrally evolving (e.g., loss of function) or weak positive selection ).
This approach was applied genome-wide to identify Human Accelerated Regions (HARs) that experienced significantly more substitutions than expected in the human lineage since divergence from the common ancestor with chimpanzees , Prabhakar, Noonan et al. 2006 , Bird, Stranger et al. 2007 , Bush and Lahn 2008 . It has also been applied to other lineages, including fruit flies (Holloway, Begun et al. 2008) , the common ancestor of therian mammals (Holloway, Bruneau et al. 2016 ) and the common ancestor of bats (Booker, Friedrich et al. 2016) . The ~2,700 HARs identified to date are mostly non-coding, and many have epigenomic signatures suggestive of enhancer function in human cells. To date, 62 out of 92 HARs that were prioritized based on evidence of a regulatory role (67.4%) showed enhancer activity in transient transgenic reporter assays in mouse or fish embryos, and seven HARs are known to drive different expression patterns with the human compared to orthologous chimpanzee sequence (Hubisz and Pollard 2014) . Consistent with this role in developmental gene expression, HARs are enriched in genomic loci with transcription factors and other genes involved in regulation of development (Capra, Erwin et al. 2013 , Kamm, Pisciottano et al. 2013 , Gittelman, Hun et al. 2015 . HARs also occur at a higher rate at the distal ends of chromosomes, where sequence divergence is generally higher .
We were curious if the prevalence of lineage-specific accelerated regions (linARs) and their association with developmental gene regulation is unique to humans, or if chimpanzees and other primates share this genomic feature. Previous work identified linARs that are accelerated across primates as a clade (i.e., with substitutions in multiple primate lineages), and these were indeed mostly non-coding and associated with developmental loci (Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011) . With more genomes now available, it is possible to query each primate lineage individually for linARs and to compare patterns across species. To do so requires a statistically rigorous method for assessing evidence of acceleration in each lineage for each of many genomic regions. We solved this problem by implementing a model selection procedure that uses likelihood ratio statistics to evaluate support in the multiple sequence alignment of a given genomic region for a partially nested set of models with combinations of acceleration or no acceleration in different lineages.
In addition to testing for acceleration, our model selection procedure also enables evaluation of evidence for GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) in different lineages. gBGC is a recombination associated process that mimics positive selection by increasing the rate of fixation of GC alleles, while decreasing the rate of fixation of AT alleles. Previous analyses of HARs found evidence of gBGC, especially in the fastest evolving HARs and in regions of high recombination in modern humans , Galtier and Duret 2007 , Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011 , Kostka, Hubisz et al. 2012 ). Using the weak-mutation model of Kostka et al. (Kostka, Hubisz et al. 2012) , our method therefore evaluates each conserved genomic region with a collection of models that includes all combinations of unbiased acceleration (loss of constraint or positive selection), GC-biased acceleration (gBGC), or no acceleration in each lineage.
We applied this approach to whole-genome alignments and identified 5,916 conserved elements with evidence of accelerated substitutions in at least one of five apes: human (Homo sapiens), chimpanzee (Pan troglodytes), gorilla (Gorilla gorilla gorilla), orangutan (Pongo pygmaeus abeii), and gibbon (Nomascus leucogenys). These ape linARs are roughly equal in number across species (taking differences in data quality of genome assemblies into account), mostly non-coding, and enriched nearby genes involved in regulation of development. Interestingly, a number of developmental loci harbor distinct linARs that are accelerated in different apes, suggesting that shared developmental pathways have experienced independent bursts of regulatory evolution across distinct ape lineages. Unbiased acceleration, consistent with positive selection or loss of strong constraint, is more prevalent than gBGC in all species, although each ape has a substantial minority of linARs (approximately 26%) that are GCbiased. These findings clarify that linARs are not a human-specific phenomenon.
New Approaches
Testing for lineage-specific acceleration across multiple lineages. We developed a statistical procedure to test an alignment X for evidence of accelerated substitution rate in any combination of lineages in a phylogenetic tree. Let L 0 (ϑ 0 , X) be the log-likelihood of alignment X under a null model of DNA evolution where the parameters ϑ 0 encode the phylogenetic model (tree topology, branch lengths, and DNA substitution rate matrix) without acceleration in any lineage. In practice, ϑ 0 will typically be estimated by scaling a genome-wide tree model to have the maximum likelihood substitution rate and GC-content of X (ignoring the species for which acceleration will be tested); that is, it will be estimated without changing tree topology or otherwise altering relative rates of different types of substitutions. When applied to conserved elements, this rescaling means that the null model is conservation in all lineages, including the lineage of interest. We compare this null model with no lineage-specific acceleration to a partially nested series of alternative models ϑ A with log-likelihoods L Ai (ϑ Ai , X), where the set ϑ A = {ϑ Ai } has one parameter combination ϑ Ai for each of the possible ways to have of unbiased and/or GC-biased acceleration in the lineages of interest. GC-biased acceleration allows us to detect elements that are accelerated due to biased gene conversion and mismatch repair , Galtier and Duret 2007 , Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011 , Kostka, Hubisz et al. 2012 , whereas unbiased acceleration capture loss of constraint and positive selection. For example, a specific ϑ Ai could code for GC-biased acceleration on the human branch and unbiased acceleration on the branch leading to gibbon. Our goal is to find the best alternative model and test if it fits the multiple sequences alignment for a genomic region significantly better than the null model.
An efficient model selection algorithm. One approach to find the best alternative model (with parameters ϑ Ai representing acceleration on at least one lineage) is to enumerate all alternative models, compute the likelihood of each one, and select the one with the most significant improvement in likelihood over the null model (with parameters ϑ 0 ). This can be achieved using likelihood ratio tests (LRTs), penalized based on the number of parameters (lineages with acceleration) to avoid over-fitting. In applications with a large number of alternative models and alignments, it is computationally prohibitive to compare all possible models.
We therefore designed a forward model selection algorithm that takes advantage of the hierarchical structure of the set of alternative models (Figure 1a-b) . The alternative models are partially nested; for any i (except the full model with biased and unbiased acceleration on all lineages) there is at least one model with parameters ϑ Aj that contains the model with parameters ϑ Ai as a special case. For example, the model with unbiased acceleration on the human branch is nested within the model with unbiased acceleration on both the human and chimpanzee branches, because our parameterizations for acceleration include no acceleration as a special case (see below). Instead of scoring all models, we start by calculating log-likelihood ratio test statistics T i (X) = 2(L Ai (ϑ Ai , X) -L 0 (ϑ 0 , X)) for the simplest alternative models (acceleration on one branch, either biased or not), and then we proceed to more complex models ϑ Aj including one extra parameter only if T j (X)-T i (X) =: Δ ij (X) > c for at least one i; we note that following this approach the model with parameters ϑ Ai is nested in the model with parameters ϑ Aj . The constant c is based on the asymptotic distribution of Δ ij (X) under ϑ 0 and chosen such that Pr(Δ ij (X) > c | ϑ 0 ) = p, where p is a small number (we use p = 0.01 in this study). Thus, the more complex model with paramters ϑ Aj is only selected if there is evidence that it fits the data significantly better than the simpler model with paramters ϑ Ai.
That is, to efficiently search for the best model we traverse the space of all alternative models in a specific way such that ϑ Aj has exactly one parameter more than ϑ Ai . In this case the asymptotic distribution of Δ ij (X)
is a mixture of a χ 2 -distribution with one degree of freedom and a point mass of weight ½ at zero (Self and Liang 1987) . This method will perform the LRT for a subset of models, built up from the best fitting models with acceleration in one lineage. Importantly, we stop traversing model space as soon as none of the more complex models considered yields a significantly better fit, compared with the best-fitting model nested within them. This produces a set of lineages for which we have evidence of a lineage-specific substitution rate increase. Finally, we annotate each alignment X with a single representative model: If all models we scored are nested within each other, we report the most complex model that fits the alignment better than all simpler models with fewer parameters (i.e., we use the last significantly better model from the forward selection). If the selection procedure generates some models that are not perfectly nested, we select the model with the best Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), as a trade off between model complexity and model fit.
This procedure outputs a single model per alignment block, which is either the null model or the best alternative model that represents a combination of acceleration (unbiased or GC-biased) across lineages that is significantly more likely than the null model given the alignment. Additional details are provided in the Methods and Supplementary Text. Implementation. The model selection method is implemented as an open-source software package in R, called linACC (code available at http://www.kostkalab.net/software.html). The package is based on methods implemented in the RPHAST package (Hubisz, Pollard et al. 2011) (http://compgen.cshl.edu/phast/).
Results
Apes have lineage-specific accelerated regions. We analyzed genome-wide multiple sequence alignments of 100 vertebrates and identified 272,466 mammalian conserved elements that met our stringent quality criteria (Methods). We excluded the apes we test for acceleration in defining these conserved elements.
Each element was then evaluated for accelerated substitution rates in the lineages leading to human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon from their most recent common ancestor with another ape (Figure 1a ). Comparing substitution rates in apes to those expected given a null model of conservation similar to that seen in other apes allows us to detect unbiased acceleration (consistent with positive selection or loss of constraint) and GC-biased acceleration (consistent with gBGC) in any combination of the ape lineages. To statistically compare the partially nested set of 1,024 possible combinations of unbiased and/or GC-biased acceleration in any of the lineages, we designed and performed an efficient forward model selection procedure (see above and Methods). We identified 5,916 mammalian conserved genomic elements with statistically significant evidence of accelerated substitutions in at least one ape lineage (p<0.0001; LRT of the best model compared to the null model). We chose this somewhat conservative p-value threshold because formally controlling a multiple testing error rate in the context of our model selection procedure is not straightforward. These lineage-specific accelerated regions (linARs) have more substitutions than expected in various combinations of all five lineages. The humanaccelerated linARs overlap previously identified HARs as much as expected based on prior comparisons of HARs derived with different data and methods (Supplemental Text) (Franchini and Pollard 2017) . We describe relative numbers for different apes below.
Genomic distribution of ape linARs. Similar to HARs, ape linARs are mostly non-coding with the majority falling in intergenic regions of the human genome ( Table 1) . This distribution is similar to that of the phastCons elements from which linARs are drawn, except that linARs are more enriched for intergenic elements (45.6% of linAR sequence versus 29.1% of phastCons sequence; p<0.001) ( Figure   2 ). This trend is consistent across linARs that are accelerated in different apes, and it holds for both unbiased and GC-biased acceleration (Supplemental Figure S1 , Table 1 ). Interestingly, linARs show clustering along human chromosomes, as was previously observed with HARs (Supplemental Figure   S2 ). HARs are significantly enriched at the distal ends of human chromosomes, where substitution and recombination rates are elevated , Kamm, Pisciottano et al. 2013 . But this pattern appears weaker for all ape linARs in human genome coordinates, likely due in part to chromosomal rearrangements that moved ancestrally distal chromosomal segments into non-distal regions of the human chromosomes.
Ape linARs may function as gene regulatory enhancers. The genomic distribution and evolutionary conservation (outside apes) of non-coding linARs is suggestive of regulatory function. To explore this hypothesis, we annotated phastCons elements, including linARs, with a wide variety of publicly available data, including functional genomics (ChIP-seq and RNA-seq) data and the VISTA Enhancer Browser ( Supplemental Table S1 ). We found strong support for a regulatory function for the majority of linARs, with 75.6% of linARs containing enhancer-associated marks (histone 3 lysine 27 acetylation, p300 binding) or enhancer predictions in human and/or mouse cells. We also found that 58/117 (49.6%) linARs tested by VISTA show evidence of enhancer activity in mouse embryos, which is ~1.26-fold more than expected given the VISTA validation rate of phastCons elements (binomial p=0.0166). Since much of this annotation is based on human sequences and/or human cells, further studies are needed to determine if the putative regulatory functions of linARs are conserved across apes.
Developmental loci are enriched for ape linARs. Given the potential regulatory role of linARs, we were curious about the functions of genes regulated by linARs. We therefore mapped each linAR to the nearest gene and tested if genes associated with linARs are enriched for any gene ontology categories compared to phastCons elements. We found a strong enrichment for genes involved in developmental processes, in particular central nervous system development, as well as functions related to transcription factor activity ( Table 2 , Supplemental Table S2 ). This pattern is consistent across linARs from different apes ( Supplemental Tables S3-S7 ) and similar to the functional enrichments previously reported for HARs (Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011) , demonstrating a shared link between accelerated sequence evolution and developmental processes across apes. The enrichment of developmental regulators amongst linARassociated genes is robust to the bioinformatics method for mapping phastCons elements to genes (Methods). The enrichment is weaker, however, when analyzed from the perspective of the phastCons elements (linAR vs. not) rather than the perspective of the genes (linAR-associated vs. not). This difference is driven in part by genes with large regulatory domains that harbor many phastCons elements.
Thus, linARs frequently occur close together on the genome nearby developmental transcription factors, but these loci also harbor many non-accelerated conserved non-coding sequences.
Hotspots of accelerated evolution within and across ape species. Because linARs are clustered in the human genome (Supplemental Figure S3) , we sought to identify specific genomic regions with large clusters of linARs. First, we considered each ape separately. For each species, we compared the median distance between closest linARs for that species to the same statistic computed on random sets of equal numbers of phastCons elements (Methods). This analysis showed that species-specific linARs are significantly more clustered than phastCons elements for each species alone: human (p<0.001), chimpanzee (p=0.002), orangutan (p<0.001), gorilla (p<0.001), and gibbon (p<0.001). Since phastCons elements are themselves fairly clustered, we conclude that species-specific linARs show strong clustering in all five apes.
We next sought to compare the genomic distribution of linARs across species. Using human genome coordinates, we repeated the statistical test for distance to the nearest linAR including all 5,916 linARs.
This revealed that linARs are closer together on average than expected given the genome-wide distribution of phastCons elements (p<0.001) (Figure 3) . To identify discrete linAR clusters, we first clustered phastCons elements into groups for which the longest distance between consecutive elements is less than 100 kb. We found 175 (out of 1164) such clusters that contain more linARs than expected (false discovery rate (FDR) < 0.05; Binomial test) ( Supplemental Table S8 ). Most clusters contain linARs from multiple different apes. Furthermore, all clusters are located in syntenic regions of the other ape genomes with their clustering preserved (Methods). Thus, not only do ape linARs cluster within species, but these clusters are also maintained across species.
To explore the set of genes nearby linAR clusters, we mapped linAR clusters to any gene within the cluster boundaries or the closest gene if the cluster is intergenic and then ranked the resulting 219 genes based on the size of their clusters ( Supplemental Table S8 ). Many of the top genes are developmental transcription factors and signaling proteins, including many expressed during development of the central nervous system and sensory organs. For example, one hotspot for linARs is a group of four clusters comprising 42 linARs that are located nearby each other in the locus of ROBO1 and ROBO2, transmembrane genes that function as receptors for SLIT family proteins in axon guidance and cell migration. We also identified multi-species linAR clusters in the FOXP1 and FOXP2 loci. The largest cluster is a nearly 1.5-mb region on human chromosome 4 with 62 linARs, including elements accelerated in each ape. A potential gene target for these linARs is the neurodevelopmental regulator TENM3 (Figure   4b ). Supporting the hypothesis that regulation of TENM3 evolved rapidly in different ape lineages, another large cluster of mixed-species linARs is located nearby TENM2 (Figure 4a) . These teneurin transmembrane proteins are co-expressed in neurodevelopment and can form a heterodimer. Finally, our analysis found a cluster of 36 linARs from multiple apes nearby the NPAS3 gene, which was previously shown to harbor a cluster of HARs, several of which are validated neurodevelopmental enhancers (Kamm, Pisciottano et al. 2013) . Together our results suggest that a discrete set of developmental regulatory loci have been subject to accelerated evolution independently in multiple ape lineages, suggesting that positive selection and other evolutionary processes preferentially targeted particular genes and pathways that regulate embryonic development.
Comparison of amounts of acceleration across apes. Our analyses in principle enable a direct comparison of the number of linARs across species. This comparison is confounded, however, by differences in the quality of genomes in the multiple sequence alignments we analyzed, including differences in sequence depth, assembly errors, and alignment artifacts, as well as the fact that the human assembly was used to scaffold some other genome assemblies. Supporting this confounding, the number of linARs with acceleration is negatively correlated with genome coverage, being lowest for human and gorilla.
Accounting for this caveat, we find roughly equal numbers of linARs across the five ape lineages ( Figure   5 ). This suggests that no ape genome, including the human genome, has a rate of lineage-specific acceleration that is qualitatively high compared to others.
Because we evaluated models with combinations of acceleration in multiple lineages, we could further evaluate patterns of co-occurrence of linARs on the ape phylogeny (Figure 5) . Most linARs are accelerated in only one ape, with acceleration in two apes being next most common. Only 111 linARs have evidence of acceleration in four or five of the apes. Amongst the linARs with evidence of acceleration in two or three ape genomes, one of the species is commonly gibbon, which is consistent with faster evolution and/or lower genome quality for gibbon, both of which would increase the number of gibbon linARs and hence the probability of them overlapping linARs from other species. Besides cooccurrence with gibbon acceleration, linARs do not appear to be preferentially shared between sister species or other specific combinations of species. These results suggest that the evolutionary forces that accelerated the evolution of linARs typically affected just one lineage but also occasionally acted recurrently in the same genomic region multiple times during ape evolution, as has been observed in analyses of great ape population genetic diversity (Cagan, Theunert et al. 2016 ) and incomplete lineage sorting (Munch, Nam et al. 2016) .
Evidence of biased gene conversion.
Our statistical models include separate parameters for unbiased acceleration (consistent with positive selection or loss of constraint) and GC-biased acceleration (consistent with gBGC or selection on GC-content). In each lineage, the model selection procedure directly compares the likelihood of models with either or both of these parameters. This enables us to quantify the relative rates of unbiased and GC-biased acceleration across species. All apes had many more linARs with unbiased acceleration, although GC-biased acceleration was not uncommon (26.2% of linARs overall, range 17.7-32.3% per ape) ( Table 3) , consistent with estimates of the prevalence of unbiased positive selection in previous studies of human accelerated non-coding regions (Kostka, Hubisz et al. 2012 , Gittelman, Hun et al. 2015 . This suggests that gBGC is prevalent in apes, albeit with differences in frequency, but it is consistently less common than the combination of positive selection and loss of constraint.
Discussion
We developed a model selection procedure to scan ape genomes in parallel for conserved elements similar to HARs. These analyses revealed that the human genome is not unique in having linARs, nor in how many linARs it has. Comparing patterns across five apes, we found fairly consistent numbers of linARs. Differences in counts of linARs (range 1,601-2,389) may be due primarily to variation in genome assembly quality. Another bias to consider in interpreting these results is the fact that the human genome was used as the reference genome in our analyses and was also employed in the assembly of other ape genomes. Across species, we also found fairly similar proportions of unbiased versus GC-biased linARs (mean 26.2%). Variation in the GC-biased proportion (range 17.7-32.2%) could potentially reflect differences in rates and patterns of gBGC versus positive selection or loss of constraint between apes.
Another striking similarity of linARs across apes is that they cluster together (64% within 100 kb of another linAR), both within and between species, in loci harboring developmental genes (enrichment=1.1, FDR<0.0004). These are mostly distinct non-coding elements in the same locus, though some linARs are accelerated in two or more of the ape lineages. An intriguing question for future research is to determine the mechanisms driving the clustering of linARs. Here we analyzed linARs in comparison to phastCons clusters in the human genome (reference sequence in alignments) and eliminated the possibility that linARs clustering is simply due to the higher number of conserved elements in developmental loci or the larger intergenic distances in these loci, which results in more conserved elements being closest to a developmental gene. While the full set of conserved elements did show clustering, linARs were more densely clustered than other conserved elements and more frequently associated with developmental loci. One possibility is that recurrent selection on the expression levels of certain developmental genes has occurred throughout primate evolution, which is consistent with other studies that found evidence of recurrent selection in the ape species we analyzed (Cagan, Theunert et al. 2016 , Munch, Nam et al. 2016 . Alternatively, certain genes may tolerate more regulatory evolution (though developmental gene expression tends to be deeply conserved (Li, Huang et al. 2014) ). Another hypothesis is that the genomic regions containing linARs are mutational hotspots and that loss of constraint, rather than positive selection, drives the clusters. Previous work found no evidence in support of elevated mutation rates in 40 kb regions nearby 49 HARs (Katzman, Kern et al. 2010) , but future studies are needed to confirm if this is true for linARs more broadly.
Ape linARs are particularly enriched nearby developmental transcription factors and other regulators of embryonic development, as was previously observed for HARs (Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011 ). This suggests the tantalizing hypothesis that mutations in linARs altered morphogenesis during ape evolution by modifying expression levels of key regulators of embryonic development. In future work, it would be interesting to test if lineage-specific changes in the sequences of non-human ape linARs alter gene expression during embryonic development, as has been demonstrated for several HARs Pollard 2014, Boyd, Skove et al. 2015) . If the linARs that cluster nearby a developmental regulator are enhancers that control distinct spatial or temporal aspects of that gene's expression, then one could hypothesize that their accelerated evolution in different apes might be associated with morphological features that diverged during ape evolution. On the other hand, the multiple regulatory elements nearby a developmental gene may also buffer or otherwise affect each other (Long, Prescott et al. 2016) , making it hard to predict the effect that sequence changes in one small non-coding element will have on gene expression and organismal phenotypes. These questions will be best answered using functional studies that test linARs not only individually, but also collectively. These investigations may soon be possible with high-throughput technologies, such as genome editing and massively parallel reporter assays, which enable thousands of regulatory elements to be investigated en masse in primate cells. With these approaches, the role of linARs in primate evolution and their clustering in specific developmental pathways could soon be elucidated.
Material and Methods
Additional details about methods are available in the supplemental text, our open-source R-package lin-ACC that implements model selection (available at www.kostkalab.net/software.html). Our methods and open source software extend the methods in RPHAST (Hubisz, Pollard et al. 2011) . We also posted most of our analysis scripts plus accompanying data sets online at:
http://www.kostkalab.net/pub_software/linACC/supplement/linACC_supplement.html.
Sequence data. We obtained multiz whole-genome sequence alignments of 100 vertebrates and associated phylogenetic trees for the autosomes and chromosome X from the UCSC Genome Browser (http://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg19/multiz100way/). The reference genome for the alignments is human (hg19 assembly).
Conservation. To analyze a consistent set of genomic elements that are likely functional, we used the phastCons program to identify mammalian conserved elements genome-wide while excluding all apes from the computations (human reference sequence masked and other apes dropped from the alignments).
Command line parameters were: --rho 0.3 --expected-length 45 --target-coverage 0.3. These are the standard parameters used in the UCSC Genome Browser protocol. The genome was analyzed in 10 megabase (Mb) blocks to facilitate computations. Conserved elements separated by less than 10 base pairs (bp) were merged, and then any elements shorter than 50 bp were dropped, since power to detect ape acceleration is low on short alignments (Pollard, Hubisz et al. 2010) . We also dropped any element where any of the five apes (human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon) was not present in the alignment (i.e., at least one site with a nucleotide). This produces 660,077 conserved elements that cover 94,370,847 bp of the human genome. Alignments corresponding to each conserved element were extracted from the 100-species genome-wide alignments.
Filtering. To minimize the influence of sequencing, assembly, and alignment errors on our inferences regarding accelerated substitution rates, we filtered the conserved element alignments using an extension of a previous approach (Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011) . We first masked repeat sequences (UCSC srpt and rmsk tracks) annotated in each of the five ape genomes that we tested for accelerated evolution (hg19, panTro4, gorGor3, ponAbe2, nomLeu3). Next, we generated genome-wide self-alignments following the UCSC selfChain documentation: align to self using lastz, and then chain into longer contiguous alignments. Bases in these self-similar regions were masked in the conserved element alignments. We then dropped alignments corresponding to annotated pseudogenes (pseudoYale60 UCSC Genome Browser track), segmental duplications (genomicSuperDups track), and self-similar genomic regions (selfChain, see above) annotated on the reference genome (hg19). Finally, we used the UCSC netSyntenic tracks to require that conserved elements fall within blocks of level-1 or level-2 non-gapped synteny between human (hg19) and (i) macaque (rheMac3), (ii) dog (canFam3), and (iii) mouse (mm10).
Together, these conservative filters likely remove some truly accelerated elements, but they are necessary to avoid thousands of false inferences of accelerated evolution due to misaligned paralogous sequences and other errors that are present in genome-wide alignments , Lindblad-Toh, Garber et al. 2011 ). This bioinformatics pipeline generated multiple sequence alignments for 272,466 conserved elements ("phastCons elements") covering 37,152,199 bp of the human genome that are our candidates for accelerated evolution in apes.
Testing for acceleration in ape lineages. We applied our model selection procedure (see above) to multiple sequence alignments of the 272,466 high-quality phastCons elements to test for accelerated evolution in five apes: human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, and gibbon. For five lineages, there are Annotation. We explored the genomic distribution and potential functions of the resulting ape linARs using the UCSC known genes annotation (http://genome.ucsc.edu), the VISTA Enhancer Browser (http://enhancer.lbl.gov), ChromHMM genome segmentations of ENCODE data (https://www.encodeproject.org), FANTOM5 enhancers (http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/), and other functional genomics data from publicly available databases ( Supplemental Table S1 ). Each phastCons element (linARs and non-linARs) was annotated with all overlapping data, and annotation patterns were compared between linARs and all phastCons elements.
Ontology. To test if linARs are preferentially associated with particular genes, we mapped each phastCons element (linARs and non-linARs) to the closest gene. These closest genes were used to compare gene ontology categories for genes associated with linARs versus genes associated with a phastCons element using GOrilla (Eden, Lipson et al. 2007 , Eden, Navon et al. 2009 ) (http://cblgorilla.cs.technion.ac.il) with default settings. Genes associated with phastCons elements were identified using a random subset of 20,000 elements for computational efficiency. We also used GREAT (McLean, Bristor et al. 2010 ) (http://bejerano.stanford.edu/great/public/html/) to perform enrichment analyses that are non-coding element based, rather than gene based, and therefore account for the unequal size of regulatory domains of genes. To assess robustness, enrichment analyses were repeated using other methods of mapping phastCons elements to genes: two nearest genes and the basal-plus-extension method implemented in GREAT.
Clustering. We investigated whether linARs within and across apes occur closer together along the human genome than expected given the density of phastCons elements. For each linAR, we computed the genomic distance to the nearest other linAR. Then we did the same for all phastCons elements. To test if the median distance between linARs is shorter than expected given the distances between phastCons elements, we randomly sampled (without replacement) 1,000 sets of phastCons elements of the same size as the number of linARs and computed the median distance between phastCons elements for each set.
The proportion of these median distances that exceeded the median distance between linARs is the empirical p-value.
As a second approach, we identified clusters of phastCons elements where consecutive elements are separated by no more than 100 kilobases (kb) in the human genome (hg19, reference sequence in alignments). For each cluster containing at least one linAR, we calculated the number n of phastCons elements and the number k of those that are linARs. We then computed a Binomial p-value Bin (k | p, n) for the cluster containing k linARs out of n phastCons elements, under the null hypothesis that linARs are the models with an additional parameter greater than zero has significantly higher likelihood than the current model. For all five primates, the graph of nested models has 1,024 nodes and a similar structure.
C)
Each likelihood ratio test uses the weak mutation model of Kostka et al. (Kostka, Hubisz et al. 2012) , illustrated here for one branch. distances between phastCons elements was computed using 1000 random draws of 5,916 phastCons elements from the full set. The median distance is >80 kb for most sets of 5,916 phastCons elements (median = 84.7 kb), whereas the median distance between pairs of linARs is just 60.8 kb (arrow). This analysis shows that linARs are significantly closer to each other in the human genome than are random sets of the same number of phastCons elements (p<0.0001). (Eden, Lipson et al. 2007 , Eden, Navon et al. 2009 ). Only the top hits are shown; see Table S2 for a full list of enriched GO terms. Table 3 -Counts of linARs with unbiased and/or GC-biased acceleration in different combinations of ape lineages. Chimp = chimpanzee, Orang = orangutan, S>0 = unbiased acceleration, B>0 = GCbiased acceleration. Only pairs of lineages are shown; a small number of linARs are accelerated in more than two lineages.
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